The aim of this paper is to assess the change of Polish numeral jeden 'one' into an indefinite marker in the view of the grammaticalization theory. Although Slavic languages are principally believed not to possess articles, certain usages of one (e.g. in Bulgarian and Macedonian) demonstrate the same features as the ones ascribed to the usages of indefinite articles in non-Slavic languages, such as English, German or Italian. Language contact of article-possessing languages is often claimed to enhance the grammaticalisation process of an indefinite article (Heine and Kuteva 2006). This type of grammaticalisation is said to follow five distinctive stages: (i) numeral, (ii) presentative marker, (iii) specific marker, (iv) non-specific marker and (v) generalized article (e.g. Givón 1981, Heine 1997). We assessed that in the case of Polish, the grammaticalisation stage is that of a specific marker, with some occasional uses leaning towards the non-specific marker stage. The conclusion was supported by the results of 53 native speakers' judgments as well as the diagnostic tests based on relevant literature.
Introduction 1
A number of studies devoted to the issue of grammaticalisation (e.g. Heine 1997; Bybee 2002; Heine and Kuteva 2006; van Gelderen 2011) have called attention to the way the same grammatical phenomena are expressed across languages. In this article, we wish to make an attempt at finding what triggers the grammaticalisation process and to show that cross-linguistic similarities are not coincidental. Instead, they could be viewed as the outcome of conceptualization processes, whose function is to minimize the linguistic effort (van Gelderen 2011) . These processes are influenced by paralinguistic factors, such as geographical proximity and language contact.
One particular instance of a conceptualization process -upon which we concentrate in the present paper -is a means of encoding indefiniteness in languages. Apart from word order, adjectival and verbal agreement suffixes or case opposition, indefiniteness can be expressed via articles. It is the communication strategy of a given language to distinguish a particular entity from a group of entities. The use of indefinite articles is rooted in general human cognitive capacities -namely, individuating an entity against a common experience to develop a shared situational world. Although both indefinite and definite articles are used to express grammatical phenomena within the same cognitive area, there appears to be a lack of systematicity between the existence of indefinite and definite articles across languages. Interestingly, this lack of systematicity is also valid within the same language group. In this study, we focus on the emergence of an indefinite article in Polish, which belongs to the family of Slavic languages. With a cross-linguistic overview of the occurrence of articles in Slavic languages, we want to demonstrate that language contact plays a crucial role in the evolution of articles.
The aim of the quantitative study reported in this paper is to tackle the grammaticalisation process of the Polish article. The research was divided into two parts: the first one was a survey study that tested the acceptability rating for particular uses of the Polish indefiniteness marker jeden 'one' based on the answers The Rise of an Indefinite Article in Polish: An Appraisal of Its Grammaticalisation...
given by 53 speakers of Polish (described in this part of the article); the second one was a corpus study in which over 20.000 sentences (dates ranged from 1992 to 2011) with the word jeden were analysed (discussed in Part 2 of the article).
What is grammaticalisation?
The last four decades have witnessed an increasing interest in grammaticalisation (Bybee 2002) , the process by means of which a lexical item turns into a grammatical item. This mechanism triggers a change in the item's function and distribution (Heine and Reh 1984) . One canonical example of grammaticalisation in English is the structure to be going to, as illustrated in (1). (1) The literal interpretation in (1a) -which is most concrete and specific -in the course of time becomes more abstract and generalized (1b-1c). The raise of the new uses of a given construction boosts the number of appropriate contexts in which the construction can be used. To be going to was initially used only in its literal meaning (1a): in situations involving movement in which the subject was animate and volitional. Nowadays, it may be used even in such cases as in (1c), where no movement is to take place and the subject may be inanimate or extraposed. Gonna is the informal version of to be going to but as it becomes appropriate in a growing number of contexts, it appears more frequently in written English. Thus, the process of grammaticalisation is accompanied by the variation in both function and form. The concept of the grammaticalisation path does not, however, presuppose a permanent time frame for the full cycle of evolution for a given linguistic phenomenon to take place; nor does it make the path obligatory in any way (Heine, Claudi and Hünnemeyer 1991) . The key principle of the path is to demonstrate the course the process follows once it has started and the potentiality for its expansion broken down into detectable stages. Consequently, the path is a reliable device for us to measure how far a particular form has progressed and anticipate what further developments or functions the form might receive.
The process of grammaticalisation of indefinite articles
Historical and comparative linguists accept that the indefinite articles emerge from the common source across languages: the numeral one. This grammaticalisation process follows five distinctive stages summarized in Table 1 below (adapted from Heine 1997). The grammaticalisation process is a one-way path: once the article gains a new function, it cannot lose it and step back to the previous stage. At the same time, each new stage of grammaticalisation extends the range of functions fulfilled by the article, always retaining the previous ones. Another implication inferred from the above description of functions is that the number of contexts in which the article can be found is gradually expanding, which in turn results in more relaxed conditions for the use of the article. Following the philosophy of semantic dilution over the grammaticalisation path, the lexical meaning of one keeps losing its lexical characteristics for the benefit of its grammatical meaning. The source meaning becomes bleached as grammaticalisation progresses. This change occurs with substantial phonetic erosion -fully developed indefinite articles frequently consist of fewer phonetic segments than the original numerals they arise from (Heine 1997) .
The process of grammaticalisation could also be explained in terms of Economy Principles (Adger 2003, among many others) and more specifically, Feature Economy (van Gelderen 2011). Under this view, uninterpretable features are considered more economical than interpretable features because they can serve as probes and thus enable the syntactic derivation to proceed. The idea is based on the assumption that, within a Minimalist approach (Chomsky 1995 (Chomsky , 2000 , probes (i.e., grammatical categories which possess uninterpretable features) search for goals (i.e., lexical categories which could value these features via the Agree operation) (see (2a)). The search is limited to the goals which are c-commanded by the probes and it results in the deletion of the uninterpretable features (see (2b)).
(2) a.
[ To illustrate the point even further, in the derivation of a sentence I read books, little-v could be an example of a probe which has uninterpretable phi-features and searches for a noun or pronoun with interpretable phi-features (see (3)).
The noun books can serve as its goal as it possesses a set of interpretable phifeatures. Then, the probe and the goal undergo an Agree relation with each other (3a) and little-v can value its uninterpretable phi-features (3b) which then delete (3c).
a. iφ [1Sg] , uCase [ _ ] ] [ v' v [uφ [3Pl] ] [ VP READ BOOKS [iφ [Pl] , uCase [ _ ] ]]]] c. [ vP I [iφ [1Sg] , uCase [ _ ] ] [ v' v [uφ [3Pl] ] [ VP READ BOOKS [iφ [Pl] , uCase [ _ ] 
Now, let us compare the behaviour of numerals and pronouns. The number feature is interpretable on the first ones but uninterpretable on the latter ones. One could then imagine two possible scenarios with respect to such noun phrases as, for instance, jedna książka 'one book'/'a book' . If the word jedna is used as a numeral 'one' (4a), it cannot serve as a probe as it possesses an interpretable number feature. When the word jedna is used as a pronoun 'a' , however, it needs to value its uninterpretable number feature, searches for a goal which possesses such a feature (in (4b), the word książka 'a book' serves as a goal) and thus makes the derivation proceed. Since children tend to interpret the language in most economical way, interpretable (i.e., less economic) features are reanalysed by them as uninterpretable (i.e., more economic) features. This would explain why numerals which possess interpretable number feature are reinterpreted as indefinite pronouns (which have an uninterpretable number feature). Later, the number feature becomes lost completely as the indefinite pronouns are further reanalysed as indefinite articles (see (5)). To recapitulate, the grammaticalisation process starts from the function of quantification, through highly limited use of the incipient article, which initially refers to specific, countable and singular nominal phrases, and with time extends its references to less specific, plural, uncountable and generic nominal phrases (Givón 1981: 50) . From the point of view of language acquisition, this phenomenon may be explained in terms of Feature Economy (van Gelderen 2011). Since indefinite articles frequently bear excessive functional load, the indefinite marker can eventually give rise to two indefinite articles, which attain exclusive functions (Chung and Ladusaw 2003).
A cross-linguistic overview of grammaticalisation of indefinite articles in Slavic languages
Before proceeding to the investigation of different uses of the Polish numeral jeden, it is important to consider the point of the grammaticalisation process with respect to the definite and indefinite articles across Slavic languages, to which Polish belongs. Although it is widely accepted that Slavic languages do not possess indefinite articles as such, there has been an intense debate about the Slavic nominal domain -namely, the issue of indefiniteness and NP vs. DP status of languages (e.g. Progovac 1998; Bošković 2009a Bošković , 2009b Pereltsvaig 2013) . Linguists tend to avoid the notion 'indefinite article' when they refer to the linguistic element functioning as a carrier of indefiniteness in a given Slavic language. Conversely, they tend to use the term 'indefinite marker' (Friedman 2002) or 'incipient category' (Heine and Kuteva 2006) . To avoid confusion, let us present the terminology used in this paper for the different grammaticalisation stages of indefinite articles (6). This paper additionally employs the term 'something like articles' (in the literature, used interchangeably with the term 'article-like determiners') to express that the numeral 'one' -in its original form -still has not fully developed into an indefinite pronoun 2 but that some uses of it are congruous with the uses of indefinite markers in languages which have fully developed this category.
The structure of this section is based on the DP-versus NP-languages division, which is commonly postulated for Slavic languages (see, for instance, Bošković 2009a (see, for instance, Bošković , 2009b . The distinction is formed in accordance with the assumption that certain properties of noun phrases could be associated only with article-less languages while others could be attributed only to languages which have articles. Importantly, indefinite articles are often claimed not to be situated in the DP (as in Bošković 2009a (as in Bošković , 2009b . That is why, the NP/DP division is not expected to tell us much about the grammaticalisation stage of a numeral. However, it could be very informative with respect to the marking of indefiniteness and noun phrase structure in Slavic languages as the term NP languages refers to languages without articles or languages with an indefinite article only, while the term DP languages concerns languages with both indefinite and definite articles. Thus, we are going to distinguish between DP-languages (such as Bulgarian), NP-languages with something like articles (such as Polish) and languages with an indefinite article but no definite article (such as Slovenian or Upper Sorbian), which are considered NP rather than DP languages.
DP languages: Bulgarian and Macedonian
The most prominent Slavic language with respect to the presence of the indefinite article is Bulgarian. There is some discussion in the linguistic literature as to the nature of zero-marked noun phrases (henceforth NPs) and NPs with the head edin 'one' . Gorishneva (2013) argues for the semantic difference between these two phrases: bare NPs give priority to the interpretation of the corresponding referent, while NPs with the head edin are used to determine a new referent. From a pragmatic viewpoint, native speakers resort to their communicative strategy, upon which the choice between the two forms depends. The role of the referent is most crucial for this selection: when the language user regards the referent as salient, he or she tends to use edin-NPs; when the referent does not play an important contextual role, the speaker would use bare NPs. Consequently, non-salient NPs are viewed as semantically incorporated (cf. Farkas and de Swart 2003) .
Thus, to formally describe the indefiniteness of NPs, it is crucial to take into consideration not only the distinctions between specific vs. non-specific or referential vs. non-referential, but also the token vs. type 3 difference existing in a given language (Gorishneva 2013). The term "token" indicates the overall number of words in a sentence or text, irrespectively of how many times each word is repeated. The term "type" indicates the number of specific (unrepeated) words in a sentence or text. This also holds true for the same discourse referents. That is, in the sentence "I needed to see a doctor but the doctor did not want to see me, " the actual number of token items is 15 but the number of type items is 10.
To make the type vs. token contrast clearer, let us consider some additional evidence. As far as German is concerned, this distinction can manifest itself even in the lexicon, which strongly suggests its relevance. There are two words in standard German -namely, dasselbe and das gleishe which mean 'the same' . The pronoun das gleishe in (7a) implies that the car brand is the same but the speaker and his brother use different cars, whereas desselbe in (7b) specifies that it is exactly the same car used by the speaker and his brother. Thus, das gleishe indicates type referentiality and desselbe token referentiality. Although here it is a lexicalized -and therefore an overt -exemplification, it is most commonly covert in the early stages of the indefinite article grammaticalisation. The data from Bulgarian advocates the universal prediction put forward by Borthen (2003) , which emphasizes the relevance of the token vs. type distinction: "In a language that has (something like) indefinite articles, lack of an indefinite determiner signals type-emphasis" (Borthen 2003: 226) .
The notions of specificity and referentiality do not have clear-cut borders. These categories should rather be viewed as displaying gradience (cf. abstract referential NPs: Šmelev 2002). This signifies that the referential space may only be measured through the interplay of the categories with respect to their gradability (e.g. non-referential -weak referential -referential) due to the dynamic nature of the grammaticalisation process.
The interplay of pragmatic and semantic factors in Bulgarian regulates the use of edin-NPs and zero-marked NPs: edin-NPs, which are semantically scrutinized as token referents, are used to demonstrate discourse importance of the corresponding referent. On the other hand, zero-marked NPs, analysed as type referents, function as pragmatic markers of non-salience of the referent in the given discourse. 4 The conclusion made for Bulgarian NPs indicates that the token vs. type distinction is greatly understudied and certainly requires further analysis, which we wish to explore for Polish NPs (see Section 3.2. for a more detailed discussion of this issue).
Apart from indefinite articles, Bulgarian has also the definite article ta (for singular masculine) which takes a form of a phrasal suffix and is attached to its referent (Embick and Noyer 2001; Franks 2000) . This definite article may appear on nouns, participles, numerals, adjectives or possessive pronouns. There is some controversy concerning the nature of the Bulgarian definite article because the article has the phonology of a suffix but the distribution of a clitic (Halpern 1995) .
The Macedonian indefinite articles are comparable to the ones in Bulgarian (cf. Stojanov 1980). The indefinite article eden (formed from the numeral eden 'one') is mostly used in colloquial natural speech, while in formal speech or the written form, its use tends to be more restricted -there is a tendency to exclude the uses of eden as an article. Nonetheless, in the grammaticalisation process it, without any doubt, occupies the place of the specific marker (the third stage) because it may occur with specific abstract nouns, whether they are countable or uncountable, but appears mostly in the singular form (Weiss 2004) . The readings of eden are parallel to the Polish jeden with the respect that both can function as adjectives (with the interpretation 'same, equal' or 'unique').
5 From a geographical perspective, languages that occur on the Southern Balkan peninsula follow virtually the same grammaticalisation path of the indefinite article (Greek, Bulgarian, Macedonian and Albanian: in the order of the most advanced to the least advanced), at least when it comes to the referential statuses (Weiss 2004: 157) . However, there exist certain differences between the uses of indefinite articles even between Macedonian and Bulgarian: Friedman (2002) quotes examples of sentences from the novel Baj Ganjo which contain the article edin in Bulgarian version but the same sentences are substituted with noun phrases with a zero-marker of indefiniteness in the Macedonian translation.
The definite article ta in Macedonian, like in Bulgarian, takes a form of a phrasal clitic but the Macedonian definite article exhibits a three-way spatial organization (8), while the Bulgarian definite article simply has a postpositive function of definiteness marker (9). Apart from the difference of marking the proximity in Macedonian and Bulgarian and in a slightly more restricted usage of the Macedonian eden over the Bulgarian edin, these two languages do not display any other significant differences and we will refer to them together as the only two Slavic languages which have both definite and indefinite articles.
NP languages with articles: Slovenian and Upper Sorbian
Slovenian is an interesting example because the numeral en 'one' is reported by Chierchia (1998) to have received new functions over the course of time and currently represents the final stage in the grammaticalisation process of indefinite articles. However, the use of this article is believed to be colloquial and only the speakers of Slovenian who come from the Littoral dialectal background use it on a daily basis (Runić and Juh 2017). Boškovič (2007) confirms Chierchia's (1998) claim stating that -although spoken by a certain part of the speakers of Slovenian -this language has indefinite articles (but no definite ones) and, in his considerations, the indefinite does not belong to the DP. Another Slavic language important for our considerations is Upper Sorbian, whose indefinite marker jen corresponds to the Modern English a/an. The numeral jedyn 'one' was the starting point for the development of the indefinite article in Upper Sorbian. Hence, jen is the only known instance across Slavic languages which has undergone phonetic erosion. This grammaticalisation change can be illustrated by the generalization formalized in (5a). Consequently, the syntactic alteration manifests itself in the loss of interpretable feature, as in (5b), where F is fulfilled by number.
The Upper Sorbian jen may be used in a generic sense (10a) or refer to a newly introduced referent, known neither to the speaker nor the hearer, as illustrated in (10b) Example (10a) is particularly interesting from the point of view of the tokentype distinction discussed above (Section 2.2.1.): in this case, the indefinite marker jen denotes a referent which represents the type, or entire class. This is a very exceptional usage of 'one' in Slavic languages. The definiteness operator jeden in Czech is closely related to the Polish numeral jeden 'one' but its pragmatic load is somewhat different. Hlavsa (1975) observed that the use of this determiner as definiteness marker is optional and carries certain expressivity (13).
(13) Byl tu jeden člověk. be.pst.3sg here one person.sg.nom "There was a man here. "
According to Bázlik (1991) , Slovak jeden 'one' may carry the indefinite meaning of a noun phrase as well (13).
(13) a. Bolo tam jedno dieťa.
'There was a/one child. ' Poldauf (1969) specifies that the speaker uses the word jeden in (13) to signal that he or she does not wish be asked further questions about the referent (i.e., the non-salient use). The word jeden, which performs many other functions, is only occasionally used as the indefinite article and even in such exceptional uses, it is charged with an indicative attitude towards the addressee. The last but not least on our list of languages with article-like determiners is Croatian/Serbian. In this language jedan 'one' may take the form of a numeral, adjective or an indefinite determiner. The article-like determiner in Croatian can even be used in predicative constructions (14a) or as a non-specific marker (14b). Another important characteristic of the article-like jedan is that, as opposed to the numeral jedan, it is not stressed (i.e., it acts as a proclitic, composing a unified accentual element with the subsequent word).
NP languages with no articles: Ukrainian and Belarusian
It is impossible for the numeral 'one' to function as either specific or non-specific indefinite in Ukrainian (15a)−(15b) and Belarusian (16a)−(16b The collection of properties of the Slavic indefinite markers have been determined and discussed in this section. The capstone of this work is presented Table 2 , where the languages are identified as to the stage where they presently are. 6 The analysis of Map 1 can lead to the observation that there is indeed a geographical trend, which manifests itself in the following generalization: it seems that the closer a given Slavic language is to a Romance (Italian, Romanian), Germanic (German), Uralic (Hungarian), Greek (Greek) or Albanian (Albanian) language with indefinite articles, the more ahead in the development from the numeral 'one' to an indefiniteness marker this language is inclined to be. This conclusion seems to support the language contact theories, such as the Sprachbund Theory (Lyons 1999) which states that even genetically dispa-rate languages, yet geographically close ones, may affect each other. Hence, it is not surprising that the gradual geographical change progressed from articlepossessing languages (mostly western and central Europe), through languages which have started this grammaticalisation process (the ones which have contact with western and central Europe), and finally to languages which do not seem to have any sign of indefinite articles (mostly eastern Europe).
One more issue which should be discussed at this point is the relation between the two accounts on the indefinite article grammaticalisation which were discussed in Section 2 (i.e., the strategy of substituting uninterpretable features for interpretable ones, described in Section 2.1. and the above-mentioned Sprachbund Theory). Although the first theory assumes that numeral-to-article grammaticalisation may occur spontaneously, it does not exclude the possibility of other factors becoming relevant for the process of language change: in fact, the observation that languages exert influence on one another which leads to faster extension of certain lexical items was also acknowledged by van Gelderen (2011: 26) . According to her theory, the grammaticalisation process has its source in economy principles. However, it is not excluded that the change can later be facilitated by language contact and other sociolinguistic triggers postulated by the Sprachbund Theory. As the type of grammaticalisation discussed in the present Map 1. The stages of development of the indefinite article in Slavic languages (without Polish) paper mostly affects spoken and uncodified language variety (at least at its initial stages), it seems to demand from the speakers a degree of bilingualism and/or a use of a mixed variety.
7 However, with the increase in the number of international contact and in proficiency of the second received language (mostly English, Arabic, French, German, Spanish and Chinese; Beblavy et al. 2016: 5), it could be considered expected that the last three decades have witnessed an augmentation in the number of uses of indefinite articles in languages which commenced the process of indefinite article grammaticalisation.
To conclude, the reviewed properties of the Slavic indefinite markers undoubtedly prove that there are indefinite articles in Slavic languages (at least for Bulgarian, Macedonian and Upper Sorbian), but they have not developed a separate grammatical category. Thus, this phenomenon should not be considered a peripheral one.
Emergence of the indefinite article in Polish
The aim of this section is to establish the stage of the indefinite article grammaticalisation in Polish. In order to do that, a number of diagnostic tests were carried out on the basis of the tests which are most frequently conducted in the literature on indefinite articles (e.g. Topolińska 1981; Heine 1997; Grzegorczykowa 2001; Heine and Kuteva 2006; Geist 2011; Runić and Juh 2017). Our account of indefinite article in Polish is based on the examples some of which were taken from the relevant literature, while others were verified by Polish native speakers with the use of online questionnaires. Assuming that the language contact scenario of indefinite article emergence (see Section 2) is right, Polish would be expected to have acquired at least stage 2 according to the classification proposed by Heine (1997).
Unmarked indefiniteness
Before the process of numeral grammaticalisation occurred in English, indefiniteness had been encoded in this language by means of word order. This is now the case in Polish. Szwedek (1973) provides the following example: while (17b) can follow the sentence in (17a), (17b) and (17c) cannot be interpreted as a sequence. While the noun chłopiec 'a boy' in (17b) is interpreted as definite, the same noun in (17c) is indefinite. The example in (17a) demonstrates that definite nouns do not appear in the sentence final position in Polish, while indefinite nouns do not appear at the beginning of a sentence. It is, however, possible to emphasize the indefiniteness of the referent in (17a) by combining it with an indefinite pronoun such as jakiś or jeden (W pokoju siedział jakiś/jeden chłopiec. Chłopiec wyszedł./'There was a boy sitting in the room. The boy left. '). The distinction between definite and indefinite entities in Polish is then expressed not only through the order in which noun phrases appear in a sentence but also through the use of adequate pronouns as well as prosodic cues.
Grammatical functions of the word jeden
The word jeden 'one' has a number of grammatical functions in the Polish language. First and foremost, it may be used as a cardinal number referring to the quantity (18). Also, jeden may be used as an adjective used as a synonym for samotny 'alone' (19), jednolity 'uniform' (20) , identyczny 'identical' (21) 8 , or used in order to emphasize the difference between the referent and some other entity or entities (22a−b) (Doroszewski 1958; Bańko 2000; Dubisz 2008) . These additional functions of jeden are perhaps not surprising given the semantic relatedness between the numeral and adjectival uses, which are also present in other Slavic languages, such as Macedonian (Weiss 2004: 143) . Importantly, the use of jeden in (22b) has also been classified as an ordinal number (and not an adjective) in some of the dictionaries of Polish (e.g. Doroszewski 1958). Indeed, it seems possible to substitute the word jeden with pierwszy 'the first one, ' in sentences such as (22b). However, the authors of more recent works (Bańko 2000 , Dubisz 2008 seem to agree that such a function of jeden is rather to present the referent in opposition to some other entity (Dubisz 2008 (Dubisz : 1280 . Also, one should take into account that using the ordinal number pierwszy 'the first one' immediately implies the beginning of a series but the use of jeden involves no suggestion of that kind.
Interestingly, according to Doroszewski, jeden can also function as sort of intensifier usually following insulting noun phrases, such as: zołza jedna 'a shrew' , gamoń jeden 'a berk' , urwis jeden 'an imp' , but also other noun phrases meant to be understood ironically. Thus, an expression such as ekspert jeden 'an expert' would imply that the referent is no expert at all.
More importantly for the purpose of our current study, however, jeden can also function as an indefinite pronoun, often used interchangeably with such pronouns as jakiś or pewien (23). The sentence in (23) is, in fact, ambiguous. If embedded in an appropriate discourse context, it could be interpreted as an answer to the question "How many boys gave you this book?". In such cases, the word jeden can usually be modified with a focus particle tylko 'only' (a test proposed in Topolińska 1981) or such modifiers as dokładnie 'exactly' or wyłącznie 'strictly' . Much more frequently, however, sentences as 0 would be compatible with the use of jeden as an indefinite marker, which cannot be modified in the same ways as a numeral.
One more significant property of jeden proving that it can indeed be considered an indefinite marker is the fact that jeden can appear in the plural form (e.g. jedni 'one.pl.masculine-human' or jedne 'one.pl.non-masculine-human') (Saloni 1974a: 12; Saloni 1974b: 99−100) . When jeden is used as numeral, such plural forms may appear only in the case of the so-called pluralia tantum, i.e., the nouns which do not have their singular forms, such as jedne nóżyczki 'one. pl scissors' . Contrastingly, when used as an indefinite marker, jeden can combine with all countable nouns, resulting in such phrases as, for instance, jedni mężczyźni 'one.pl.masculine-human men' or jedne psy 'one.pl.non-masculinehuman dogs. '
Jeden as a presentative marker
The second stage of numeral grammaticalisation as described by Heine (1997) involves the use of a numeral as a presentative marker and, as we have already demonstrated in Section 2, this seems to be consistent with the data collected for many Slavic languages (see Table 2 ). Polish seems to be no exception with this respect as the word jeden, when used as an indefinite, is often used to introduce a new referent into the discourse (see (24) One important factor which can influence the use of indefinites as presentative markers is the importance of the new referent in the discourse. As Farkas and de Swart (2003) and Geist (2011) point out, the pragmatic distinction between more and less relevant referents plays a crucial role in the use of Bulgarian edin as a presentative marker (see Section 2.1.1.2). This division also seems to be vital in the case of Polish. Thus, the use of the indefinite marker jeden seems to be more justified with contexts such as (25a) rather than (25b). 
Specific and non-specific uses of jeden: selected examples
When it functions as a pronoun, jeden has a tendency to be referentially used, similarly to such indefinite pronouns as jakiś or pewien/pewny (Topolińska 1981: 58) . However, the use of the latter two pronouns usually involves clear predictions about their reference type. Jakiś is typically used when the speaker cannot identify the referent and pewien is more frequently encountered in the opposite contexts (i.e., the speaker being able to identify the referent). In order to verify which reference types can be denoted by jeden, we conducted an online questionnaire (see Appendix 1; for the rationale to keep the two parts relatively equal in size, we decided to include the Appendix in Part 2 of the present paper: Hwaszcz and Kędzierska, to appear). According to Grzegorczykowa (2001) , the most frequent context in which this pronoun may be encountered involves such uses as (26). The type of reference in (26) could be classified as subjectively indefinite reference (according to Grzegorczykowa 2001) . In other words, while the speaker knows who the referent is, it could be assumed that the addressee does not know it. As the world knowledge suggests, one is usually able to identify their friends, so the speaker in (26) should be able identify the referent. The reasons why he or she wants to present the referent as unidentified may be various. Most probably, being aware that the referent is unknown to the interlocutor, the speaker introduces the referent as unidentified also to him/herself. Such a use of an indefinite marker is associated with the third stage of grammaticalisation proposed by Heine (1996) . Yet the conducted questionnaire revealed that only 18.9% of the respondents agreed with the interpretation of jeden mentioned above (i.e., only the subject being able to identify the referent) (see Table 3 , Question 8). Also, only 22.6% of the subjects would use this pronoun while talking about a person that they know (see Table 3 , Question 2). Such findings could suggest that examples like the one in (26) seem to be most frequent in colloquial speech. Interestingly, the pronoun pewien which is traditionally associated with such a context (e.g. Grzegorczykowa 2001: 114), was considered acceptable by a similar percentage of subjects (24.5%). Thus, it would seem to dubious to conclude that the function of jeden as a specific marker is not yet well-established. Rather, though given many options, the interviewees simply seemed to favour definite pronouns such as taki in order to mark specific referents. Further, Topolińska (1981) discusses other scenarios in which an unspecified argument may be used, depending on the speaker's and/or the addressee's ability to identify the referent. Some of them apply also to the pronoun jeden. First, one could imagine a scenario in which neither the speaker nor the addressee is able to identify the referent. In such cases, the pronoun jeden would rather be substituted with the pronoun jakiś (preferred by 94.3% of the respondents) rather than pewien/pewny (preferred by 9.4% of the respondents). 88.7% claimed that the use of jeden would be also compatible with a scenario in which the speaker cannot identify the referent (see Table 3 , Question 8). This finding seems to be surprising in the light of the fact that only 5.7% of the respondents would use the pronoun themselves when referring to an unidentified entity (see Table 3 , Question 1). This shows that such a use of jeden, though in vast majority acceptable, is far from being well-established in the language. Although the subjects, in general, would not use the word jeden while referring to an unidentified entity, they judged a sentence containing such a use as well-formed.
Also, it might be the case that both the speaker and the addressee are able to identify the referent. Such a scenario was considered convincing only by 3.8% of the respondents, though. Topolińska points out that the decision to present a referent as unidentified might stem from the speaker's fear of the conversation being overheard by someone else (cf. example (27)). Such an explanation of (27) was plausible to 52.8% of the respondents. Another possible explanation of the indefinite marker choice could be related to the sentence's aimed ironic or humorous overtone (which was considered a convincing explanation by 58.5% of the respondents).
(27) Wczoraj odwiedziła mnie jedna nasza przyjaciółka. yesterday visit.pst.ipfv3sg.f 1sg.acc one our friend.sg.f.nom 'One of our friends visited me yesterday. ' Some other types of indefinite reference have been discussed by Grzegorczykowa (2001) . Most importantly, she distinguishes the cases in which an unspecified single referent is introduced in existential sentences (28) from cases such as (26) or (27). Also, she mentions situations in which the point of reference could be optional, i.e., associated with a specific but yet unidentified object (i.e., any entity belonging to a given set of entities) (compare examples (29) and (29) The sentence in (28) could imply that the speaker is able to identify the referent, thus making the situation parallel to the one described in (26). Interestingly, however, the majority (i.e., 66.9%) of the respondents considered the existential interpretation of jeden in sentences like (28) correct. The situation described in (29) is less straightforward. On the one hand, the word jeden in (29) can be substituted with the phrase tylko jeden 'only one' and, consequently, it could perhaps be viewed as a numeral (which was the interpretation of 88.9% of the respondents). Under another sets of circumstances, it could, however, be substituted with the indefinite pronoun jakiś which makes it likely to be interpreted in a similar way as (29). Such an interpretation was considered acceptable by 32.1% of the respondents. Again, the interpretation here seems to depend on a wider discourse or sentential context.
To conclude, the pronoun jeden is considered acceptable when used as a specific marker only by some native speakers of Polish (22.6% of the respondents declared that they would use it themselves). Jeden could rarely be used if the speaker is not able to identify the referent (which would be compatible with the Stage 4 of grammaticalisation). Another indefinite pronoun (and more specifically, jakiś) is preferred in such contexts. Interestingly, when encountered out of context, jeden would most likely be interpreted as a reference to an entity which is unidentified by both the speaker and the addressee. This confirms that the five stages of grammaticalisation proposed by Heine et al. (1991) cannot be treated as separate and may, in fact, overlap one another (Lubańska 2009: 11) . In the case of Polish, it seems that the use of an indefinite marker which is characteristic for Stage 4 is considered acceptable when processed but would be produced reluctantly. When it comes to the distinction between specific and non-specific reference, jeden is only acceptable in Polish when combined with specific indefinite referents (see Figure 1 ; based on Grzegorczykowa 2001: 112).
Jeden as an indefinite article: diagnostic tests
As it was demonstrated in the previous section, the Polish indefinite marker jeden can be used as a specific (but not as a non-specific) marker. This would suggest that the numeral grammaticalisation in Polish has already reached at least stage three on Heine et al. 's (1991) scale. Also, due to the fact that the use of an indefinite marker is on no account obligatory in Polish
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, it seems obvious that the grammaticalisation process cannot be considered complete. However, in order to fully determine the development of the process of numeral grammaticalisation, it is necessary to perform some tests concerning the last stage of the process (i.e., the emergence of an indefinite article) on Polish material.
First, a fully-grammaticalised indefinite marker would be expected to take both wide and narrow scope reading with intentional operators (Abush 1994, Runić and Juh 2017) . It is a well-known fact that English sentences such as: Kate wants to marry a prince are ambiguous between their wide-scope readings (Kate wants to marry a particular prince) and narrow-scope reading (Kate wants to marry any prince). In Polish, only wide scope reading is possible when it comes to noun phrases with jeden, such as (30). Then, only the ending in (31) and not in (31) Another test proposed, among many others, by Geist (2011) involves the use of an indefinite functioning both predicatively and generically (with the two stages being often considered equal). When it comes to the first use, NPs denoting a profession or social status do not combine with jeden (*Jan jest jednym lekarzem / '*John is one doctor') and thus cannot be used predicatively. Interestingly, however, Bulgarian edin in an intensifying function (very similar to such phrases as głupek jeden / 'a jerk' or ekspert jeden / (ironically) 'an expert, ' mentioned previously in Section 3.1) is considered to be a kind of predicative use by Geist (2011: 140) .
When it comes to the question whether jeden can be used generically, the answer would be even less dubious than in the case of the predicative use. Polish equivalents of such sentences as: A woman is always right cannot contain indefinite markers (thus, they would be translated as: Kobieta ma zawsze rację rather than *Jedna kobieta ma zawsze rację). The only possible exception to that rule would involve such sentences as: Jedno jabłko kosztuje dziś (średnio) 80 groszy 'Today, an apple costs (on average) 80 cents' or ?Jedno dziecko ma dziś dostęp do trzech urządzeń podłączonych do Internetu 'Today, a child has access to three devices connected to the Internet' . Importantly, such a use of jeden seems to be compatible only with sentences describing some kinds of quantitative measures, cf. ?Waga jednej mandarynki jest mniejsza niż jednej pomarańczy 'The weight of a/one tangerine is smaller than that of an/one orange' vs. *Kolor jednej mandarynki jest ciemniejszy niż jednej pomarańczy 'The colour of a/one tangerine is darker than that of an/one orange' . This would imply that even in a generic sense jeden functions as a numeral. It would be then difficult to determine whether such instances as the ones mentioned above could indeed be considered a germ of a predicative use or could rather be interpreted as a mark of general cognitive resources (in this case, related to quantity perception) reflected in a language.
Moreover, jeden in Polish, similarly to edin in Bulgarian (Geist 2011: 144) cannot be interpreted in the scope of negation, which is yet another proof that it cannot be considered a fully-developed article. In other words, the sentence in (33) is not equivalent to English He did not say a thing unless the indefinite marker jeden is preceded by a particle ani (then, Nie powiedział ani jednej rzeczy would be treated as equivalent with He did not say a thing). Finally, an indefinite article is expected not to induce a scalar reading with universal quantifiers (e.g. Dayal 2004; Runić and Juh 2017). In a Slovenian sentence such as: Vsak dom ima eno telewizijo 'Nowadays there is a TV set in every home' , the indefinite would be understood as at least one rather than exactly one (Runić and Juh 2017) . This seems to be also the case in Polish: while comparing (34) with (35), jeden can be interpreted as at least in the first case, and in the latter one, it could be more likely substituted with the word exactly. The cross-linguistic overview of grammaticalisation of indefinite articles in Slavic languages (Czech, Slovak, Russian, Croatian, Slovenian, Bulgarian, Macedonian and Upper Sorbian) as well as the contribution of new data for Polish have demonstrated that the indefiniteness marking in this language family has advanced further than a superficial examination could reveal. Additionally, all of the observations made in this paper are consistent with the unidirectionality principle and indicate that the numeral one changed into an indefinite marker due to a language contact -not a single instance would suggest otherwise, whereby the indefinite article would change into the numeral one or would start losing the already acquired functions.
When it comes to the determination of the exact grammaticalisation stage of Polish jeden, we assessed that it is Stage 3, with some occasional uses leaning towards Stage 4. The conclusion was supported by the questionnaire results, the diagnostic tests as well as examples from the literature and the corpus. According to Heine (1991) , for the numeral to serve as a specific marker, it has to meet the following requirements (and, in the case of Polish, it does): a new referent introduced by the marker should be unknown to the hearer and known to the speaker, the new referent should be mostly singular countable and specific, but not necessarily topical. All these requirements have been satisfied. Stage 4 (a non-specific marker) differs from Stage 3 in that the new referent could be unknown to both the speaker and the addressee (which has been attested in Polish but is not well-established), it may be topical (which is true for Polish because jeden can appear at the beginning of a sentence serving as a topic) and non-specific (as shown in Figure 1 , its uses are not attested). In addition, based on the online questionnaire, the fourth stage of grammaticalisation seems to be only passive in the language, i.e. it was attested only in interpretation questions in which the testees were to assess who the referent is for the speaker and the listener. In this type of questions, the word jeden was associated with referents unknown to both the speaker and the addressee.
In Part 2 of our paper (Hwaszcz and Kędzierska, to appear), we will present the results of a corpus-based study whose aim was to measure the number of uses of jeden as an indefinite marker, and consequently gauge the directional tendency of the indefinite article in Polish and more accurately establish the stage of the process of grammaticalisation for the Polish indefinite marker.
